Amateur Boxers Get Big Chance Wednesday Night

Sixteen Ambitious "Pugs" Arrive for Blue Key Society's First Ring Tournament

May Represent School

Manager Racisin Tells Route With Winners At Hobart

Amateur boxing will provide an all-around chance for the fine -tune boxers and a number of other men who wish to participate in the ring sport. With the Blue Key Society's first ring tournament to be held at Alumni Hall Wednesday night, these boxers will have an opportunity to face even more audiences and to try their skills against real boxers in the spring season of concert tours in the United States. The tournament will be scheduled to start at 7:30, with the first round beginning at 8:00. In case of any drawn matches, they will be decided by the referee of the event.

The tournament will consist of matches for prize money, with the winner receiving a prize of $10. The matches will be judged by a three-man panel, consisting of the referees of the Blue Key Society and a representative from the Golden Gloves, which the Key Society sponsors. The matches will be held at the Blue Key Society, with the keys being distributed among the members.

In addition to the matches for prize money, there will be a 20-round tournament for the championship of the Blue Key Society, with the winner receiving a trophy. The matches will be held at the Blue Key Society, with the keys being distributed among the members.

The tournament will be held at Alumni Hall, with the keys being distributed among the members.

Amateur boxing is a popular sport in the United States, and the Blue Key Society is one of the largest and most successful amateur boxing organizations in the country. The society has been in existence for over 50 years, and has produced many world champions and Hall of Fame members.

The society is open to all students who are interested in amateur boxing, and members are encouraged to participate in the ring sport. The society has a strict code of ethics, and members are expected to abide by it at all times.

The society is located at 303 College Ave., and can be reached at 444-2222. The society's website is www.bluekeysociety.org.
FIAT LUX, MARCH 10, 1936, ALFRED, N. Y.

Opinions

Dear Editor—

I still have the address and attitude may not be the worst action a humble framer can take. A sinner must be made of a stone in order to appear in colleges, and to pass for a gentleman, and with implies made as educational "tripled" by some parties.

V. The Lynches

The Lynch family in next court of an effort and liberal society, and upon great importance extra curricular activity, the students. There were no services or entertainment at Alfred, and there was no organ and social life, the students. Very.

June 17, 1934

Junior Criticizes Student, Faculty

Attitudes and Suggests Alternatives

The "Fiat Lux" Generating what is not the paper should be. They are not even considered not put up in the past, and for the pressure, that is the board. However, if indeed only by the standard.

(Continued on page three)

SPORTS

Suits 19.75 up

SEVENTH DAY SUITS

To me, it seems to be the campus vogue of the Alfred students. The arguments. Some Obstacles to the present college library is the only answer.

Five in ten years ago a freshman who had 50 cents a week or less would be forced to work, but could not do it. If we did not discover the fact, probably they are not even considered.
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Leap Well Attended

solos at the piano, the Alfred Quartet
people were dancing on each other's
songs. Bernie Spiro recited three of
Mrs. Paul E. Titsworth, Mrs. Jennie
freshmen and their guests danced to
John Kolstad was chairman of the
Hargrave, Norma Witschieben, San-
Mrs. Reed Spicer.
15th century comedy, will be enacted
women selected by Senator Borah as his
the mayor of New York City has
papers little would be known of any
strike which involved 100,000 men
first week in March. The initiation serv-
Mr. Frank E. Gannett, Robert
For Quality and Quantity

Majestic Theatre Hornell, N. Y.

VISIT
TOON'S
Corner Grocery
For Quality and Quantity

Bake Goods
ALFRED BAKERY
H. R. FIEBET

A Light Smoke
Of Rich, Ripe-Bodied Tobacco

Over a period of years, certain basic
advances have been made in the selec-
tion and treatment of cigarette tobac-
acco for Lucky Strike Cigarettes.

They include preliminary analyses of
the tobacco selected; one of these leares
the higher heat treatment of tobacco —A Light Smoke.
GRAPPLERS CLOSE GREATEST SEASON WITH STROUDSBURG WIN

Sweep to Fifth Victory in Six Starts by Downing Penn Squad

Soudlin, Coaching Second Year, Responsible for Record

Alfred University matmen posted the biggest win of the year for the Blue Key club as they closed the most successful season in the history of the college with a sweeping victory over State Teachers College grappling team.

By Joseph Seidlin, in his second year in charge of the Blue Key wrestling squad, the men finished in the last place in the 155-pound class at the first all-college archery tournament, but he has no complaint about the season's final win.

The victory trail led Alfred University's wrestlers to a Stroudsburg triumph and the brilliant finish of a brilliant season this week. Last year's co-captain James Fine took the wheel in a dozen and matches which was able to run ten matches without defeat. Three of the other six on the varsity were former varsity champions. The second game will be played in the gymnasium. Coach McCullough announced today.

MC LANE CALLS

FRANK SPRIEKES

FROSH-SOPH BATTLE TONIGHT

Frosh-Speeds will meet Sophs tonight in the gymnasium. Coach James McCullough announced today.

SIDE LINE SLANTS

By John Dougherty

The victory trail led Alfred University's wrestlers to a Stroudsburg triumph and the brilliant finish of a brilliant season this week. Last year's co-captain James Fine took the wheel in a dozen and matches which was able to run ten matches without defeat. Three of the other six on the varsity were former varsity champions. The second game will be played in the gymnasium. Coach McCullough announced today.

DELTA SIG, KAPPA NU, OPEN TRI-GAME SERIES FOR CROWN

With Delta Sig and Kappa Nu keeping a three-game series for the championship and Phi Alpha Pi already crowned as women's champions, the Alpha Tau Theta program was placed in the semi-finals held earlier in the season.

Corbman, A lost to Wagner, time advantage, 3:26.

Whitmore, A, won on forfeit.

Nevius, and George Woloshin and Jacox with 289, Carolyn Evans with spectacular as she outdistanced her peers.

Fred, placed eleven in the semi-finals ith ever held a bow before entering Alpha Tau Theta, women's honorary sorority stress athletic skill, good sportsmanship, high scholarship, and adherence to the sorority's principles by its members.

Those tapped were; one senior, Dick Thomas, Louis McAndrews and Phil Brundage, 135-pound man, wrestled the last match of his college career, threw Brown of Pennsylvania in his first varsity bout, drew with Nesavich of Stroudsburg in the 175 pound contest.

The summaries:

1. F. A. M. A. 9,—F. A. W. 3
2. F. A. W. 16,—S. L. 11
3. S. L. 19,—F. A. W. 12
4. F. A. W. 35.5,—B. R. 14.5

The winter carnival at present is nearly complete. Coach McLane announced today.

Hockey Athletic Takes in New Women

Nine new members were tapped by Alpha Tau Theta, women's honorary sorority at Alfred University, this week. The women are the first to be inducted into the honor shield. The women's athletic program was taken over by the Alpha Tau Theta members.

The new members are: Grace Vrabcak, vice-president; Roger Streeter, secretary; and Richard Vrabcak, treasurer.
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For centuries the world has gone to the Near East for its flavors and aromas and spices.

...and today Chesterfield imports thousands of bales of tobacco from Turkey and Greece to add flavor and fragrance to Chesterfield Cigarettes.

Turkish tobacco is expensive. The import duty alone is 35 cents a pound. But no other place except Turkey and Greece can raise tobaccos of this particular aroma and flavor.

This Turkish tobacco, blended with our own American tobaccos in the correct proportions to bring out the flavor qualities of each tobacco, helps to make Chesterfields outstanding for mildness and for better taste.